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Red Blends
       
De Trafford Elevation 393 (2008)        R3 070   
Medium-deep, bright-red colour. A nose of red berry, cherry, 
spice and leafy fynbos is complemented by blueberry and 
blackcurrant and well-integrated new oak. Rich,refined berry flavours dominate at first on the palate, 
followed by elegant spice and a long finish.
                        
De Wetshof Estate Thibault (2006 Magnum)        R1 840   
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
                       
Delaire Graff Laurence Graff Reserve (2014)        R8 195   
The nose is characterised by freshness and spice, with vanilla 
pod, dark chocolate and hay aromas. Silky and smooth on entry, 
the wine has a flinty minerality with subtle tannins and huge length. 
The flavour profile is dominated by tangy, almost over-ripe red berry, 
as well as bramble and cassis.

Flagstone Velvet (2014)        R1 530    
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.                       

La Motte Hanneli R (2012)        R4 095
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Glen Carlou Zinfandel (2007)        R1 940
The sweet nose is loaded with cloves and cinnamon. 
Ripe red cherry on the palate, with a soft presence of 
oak, spice and eucalyptus notes. A soft mouthfeel and 
silky tannins, with a dried apricot finish.

 

Rose
Chateau d'Esclans Garrus Cotes de Provence        R4 395
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
                 
Chateau D'Esclans Rock Angel        R1 225
A serious rosé, pale in colour. Aromatic, with dominant 
citrus notes. The mouthfeel is dominated by a crisp, dry 
taste of peach, melon and strawberry, as well as mineral 
elements. A cool texture with a dry finish of medium length.

Domaines Ott Romassan Rose        R1 590
Ethereal pale-pink colour tinted with gold or orange. 
A bouquet of citrus fruit and white orchard flowers. 
Lively and bright, revealing notes of pink grapefruit 
and fleshy fruit, then hints of fruit tart. Complex and lasting finish.

Shiraz
Boschendal Grande Syrah '14        R1 635
Spice and exotic fruit notes on the nose. Delicious oak spice and a typical 
cool-climate-Syrah pepper persist on the palate. Young and lively, combining 
juicy fruit with restrained Old World elegance. A seamless integration of oak 
spice and tannins adds depth and complexity.

De Trafford Shiraz 393 '08        R2660
Oxidative at first, with a deep, dark-red colour. Rich 
blueberry and blackberry nose with cedar-wood notes. 
Very ripe dark fruit on the palate is complemented by 
pepper, spice and mouth-filling tannins. Slightly sweeter 
fruit emerges as the wine opens up.

Waterford Kevin Arnold Shiraz '98         R3 495 
Complex red and dark fruit with earth and cold stone leads the
 aromatics of this Stellenbosch Shiraz, accompanied by plum fruit 
and leather spice undertones.

 

White Blends
 Domaine De Cigalus White '15        R1 330
A brilliant, clear, golden-yellow colour. Intense, complex
 bouquet of ripe citrus fruit, peach, honey and dried fruit, 
along with a toasted note. Full and silky on the palate; 
mature, with notes of vanilla, toast, butter and tropical fruit.
 
Spier Frans K Smit '15         R1 635
80% Sauvignon Blanc (Durbanville), 20% Semillon 
(Helderberg, Stellenbosch). Pale straw-yellow colour, 
with nuances of green at the edges. A discernible citrus 
and lime palate – more tropical than herbaceous – and 
hints of elderflower. Herbaceousness more prominent on 
the nose than the palate.

 

 

 

Grand House Wines
Grand Rosé            R54 / R215

Deep blush tones with notes of cherry and strawberry, followed by 
crisp summer fruit salad.
Grand Sauvignon Blanc               R56 / R190 / R385

Packed with fruit, spice and crisp freshness.
Grand Red            R72 / R242

Multiple layers of fruit, soft tannins and a lingering finish.
Suzette Cuvée Brut              R195 / R900 / R2500

Light and bright in appearance, with displays of flint and 
expressive tropical fruit flavours.

WHITE WINES, SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE

Methode Cap Classique / Sparkling
Grand Pongrácz Brut NV             R90 / R447

Layers of toast and ripe fruits, enlivened by a firm mousse and 
persistent bead
Grand Pongrácz Rosé                    R90 / R447 

Delicate yeasty tones, layered with toast and ripe fruit, enlivened by a 
firm mousse and persistent bead.
Krone Borealis                   R475

Complex yet elegant with hints of brioche, walnut and a zingy finish that 
leaves a wonderful scent of stewed pear.
Graham Beck Brut Rosé            R500

Raspberry, cherry and a few secondary whiffs of minerality. A lively 
mousse, but fine in the mouth, with subtle red berry flavours.
Krone Brut Rosé                        R475

Pomegranate and cut red apple. Fine, creamy mousse with a punch
of juicy, rich berry.
Spier Secret Sparkling           R300

Strawberry and raspberry aromas with hints of Muscat on the nose. 
Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut           R432

Fresh floral flavours, hints of citrus and yellow apple. Flavours of red 
berry and baked apple add complexity.
Pongrácz Noble Nectar                       R447

Sweet and full of sparkle. 
Boschendal Brut                     R468

Enticing lemon cream and almond biscotti precede lovely layers of 
citrus and a long, fresh finish.
Van Loveren Christina Brut                   R457

Upfront lime and citrus flavours, and soft refined bubbles.
Spier Methode Cap Classique Brut               R447

Fresh clean nose with hints of apple and biscuits.
Durbanville Hills Sparkling           R300

Notes of gooseberry, passion fruit, pineapple, peach and tropical fruit.
Pongrácz Desiderius                  R1324

Citrus, apple and nuts on the palate. Medium body with creamy note.
Cinzano Pro-Spritz               R556

Crisp and well balanced acidity with just enough residual sugar to add 
a touch of smoothness.
Vergelegen Brut         R896

Lovely fine mousse with a hint of toast, citrus, spice and baked apples. 
Long, lingering and refreshing aftertaste. 
  

  Prosecco 
Nalu Prosecco                     R95 / R475

Citrus and peach flavours with good acidity and a delicate, sparkling texture.
Martini                           R471 
Pear, quince and elderflower with hints of apple, peach and honeycomb. 
Cinzano           R524 
An aromatic, dry sparkling wine made from white Muscat grapes specially 
selected from the best vineyards of the Colline Trevigiane in Northern Italy.   
Champagne
Veuve Clicquot Brut Yellow Label                   R2285

Complex aromas of ripe apple and beautiful ripe fruit.
Veuve Clicquot Rich                  R3075

Lightly sweet with fresh citrus and floral notes and a silky finish. 
Veuve Clicquot Brut Rosé                                                                                 R2810

Flavours of raspberry, toast, orange peel and ground ginger.
Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial                          R2585                                                      
An intense, fruity bouquet of stone fruit with notes of raspberry. Sweetness 
of caramel and quince jelly and acidity of grapefruit and ginger.
Moët & Chandon Brut Impérial NV                  R1920 
Revealing apple, pear and yellow peach, honey, floral nuances and elegant 
blonde notes.
Moët & Chandon Rosé Impérial                                R2435                                
Lots of lively raspberry, elegant, racy and seamless with lasting flavours
G.H. Mumm Brut Cordon Rouge         R1750 
The first rosé champagne created by iconic champagne brand and 
Royal Warrant holder, GH Mumm. Lively yet elegant in both taste 
and design, it offers an iconic rose watercolour motif and dynamic freshness.
G.H. Mumm Brut Grand Cordon                        R1750

A long ageing provides additional flavours of vanilla, roasted nuts and 
a hint of toast.    
G.H. Mumm Olympe Rosé                      R2145

Notes of fresh summer berries with hints of caramel and vanilla.



Ken Forrester The FMC (2009)        R3 070
An iconic wine that’s rich and layered, with notes of dried 
apricot, vanilla and honey. Will gain additional complexity 
with cellaring.

Merlot
Holden Manz Reserve Merlot '15        R1 125
On the nose, mulberry, blackberry and dark cherry, followed 
by subtle spice with elegantly integrated wood maturation. 
Dark fruit, blueberry, cherry and tobacco support the overall 
palate of fruit and balanced acidity. Rich, elegant and refined 
tannins with a long finish.

Meerlust Rubicon Magnum (2000)        R8 715
Very deep, youthful colour, and intense almost purple hue. 
Very classic Rubicon nose with violets, ripe plum, 
cedar wood and intense spiciness. A typical liquorice 
note also evident on the nose. Still young and intense, 
promising further maturation potential.

 

Other Red Cultivars
Brunello di Montalcino Castel Giocondo 1.5lt (2010)        R6 350
This Wine has an intense liquid amber colour and is produced from 
Muscat grapes sun ripened on the vines, pressed, fermented and
aged in oak barrels. It has notes and nuances of pears, apricots, 
peaches, rose petals, and nutty flavours.
 

Pinot Noir
    

Angela Estate 'Abbott' Claim (2013)        R2 350 
Sleek and refined, with pristine clarity. Warms into nicely 
rounded flavours of cherry fruit, along with highlights of 
orange peel and pekoe tea. Finishing notes suggest coffee 
grounds and dark chocolate.

Bouchard Finlayson Tete de Cuvee Galpin Peak (2013)        R2 350
Robust, dark, full-bodied and rich, with a delicious core of 
blueberry, wild cherry and fresh fruit. Strong finish, with loads 
of ageing potential. Tête de Cuvée is a limited-edition bottling, 
and is not produced every year.

Creation Wines Creation Art of Pinot Noir (2015)        R2 250
The best 10 barrels of the Reserve Pinot Noir are used to 
make the Art. Charming fruit aromas with nuances of 
undergrowth, liquorice, schist stone and well-integrated 
barrique notes. Dense but fresh on the palate, with an 
excellent tannin structure. Beautiful ripe cherry, concentrated 
in flavour.

Dalla Cia Unlabelled          R1225 
The bouquet presents hints of black cherry, wild strawberry,
 musk and delicate smokiness. The mouthfeel is layered and 
velvety, showing complexity, with a long, lingering aftertaste. 
Signed by George Dalla Cia, the man who created the iconic 
Meerlust Rubicon.

Hamilton Russell (2014)        R990 
Characteristic tightness and elevated length is balanced by a rich 
generous mineral palate with dark, spicy, complex fruit. A classic terror 
driven wine and most highly rated South African Pinot noir in The Wine 
Spectator and Robert Parker.

Pinotage
Ashbourne Single Vineyard (2015)             R1 945  
From a 1.3ha single-vineyard, planted in 1996, this is an ultra-classy wine.
 There's a hint of smoke on the nose and the palate is full of juicy, ripe, 
dark-berry fruit with fine acidity and a graphite driven dryness to finish. 
A hint of oak is evident, imparting extra layers of fine tannins and density 
to the palate.

Beyerskloof Diesel (2015)        R1 945  
A big structured Pinotage with intense dark fruit flavours. 
A deep middle leads to a smooth finish with pleasant chocolate/cedar 
aromas from the French oak. Rich blackcurrant and black cherry fruit 
upfront combines well with the elegant cedar oak aromas.

Flagstone Time Manner Place (2014)        R2 045
Fermentation takes place in new oak barrels, with their heads 
removed, and the cap is punched down by hand every four hours 
to extract colour and tannins. The wine is matured in small barrels 
for many months prior to final blending.

Kanonkop Black Label (2016)        R4 795 
This pinotage has a deep purple colour, with intense perfumed top 
notes of rose petals, cinnamon spice, black cherries and dark chocolate. 
A decadently rich and layered wine, with bold flavours of black cherries, 
dark plums and wild bramble fruit.
       
Nederburg Private Bin (2006)        R1 635    
Deep ruby with purple edge. Aromas of stewed fruit ripe berries, 
and blackcurrant with an earthy undertone. Medium to full-bodied 
wine with flavours picked up on the nose following through. With 
well-integrated wood and soft tannins.

G.H Mumm Demi-Sec                      R1960

Fruity, rich and intense on the nose with aromas of soft peach, pear and 
tropical fruit, backed by hints of honey and vanilla.
Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial Rosé                  R2730

A glowing pink with notes of red berry and summer fruit. A harmonious 
balance of fruitiness and freshness.

Chardonnay
Warwick First Lady                    R72 / R270

Floral notes of citrus peel and ginger. Fresh with a touch of toasty 
French oak and light, fruity, soft citrus on the palate.
Spier Seaward              R78 / R307

Juicy stone fruit flavours balanced by a nice acidity.
Durbanville Hills The Cableway                           R80 / R405

Citrus, orange blossoms and peach notes on the nose, kiwi fruit, peach 
and winter melon on the palate.
Fat Bastard                     R270

Nicely oaked with butter, apricot and honey and ripe fruit flavours 
on the followthrough.
Glen Carlou                      R398

This wine is fresh and vibrant with lemon curd and pineapple characters.
Ernest Gouws & Co                             R300

Lightly wooded, elegant and rich with delicate notes of stone fruit, orange 
peel and fresh almonds. 
Hamilton Russell                             R1321

Unusually prominent pear and lime fruit aromas.
Steenberg Fleet Sphynx                            R493

Notes of lime, peach, pear drop, butterscotch and vanilla jump out of
the glass. The palate is soft and smooth with hints of stone fruits, 
citrus and custard like creaminess on the finish. 

Sauvignon Blanc
Nalu                    R56 / R221

The palate rewards with alluring tanginess of green figs and a zesty citrus twist.
Durbanville Hills                   R60 / R220

Subtle citrus and tropical fruit on the palate with a long, lingering finish.
Spier Signature                   R60 / R230

Aromas of full tropical fruit, yellow pepper and herbal fynbos 
grassiness.
Warwick First Lady            R70 / R280

An abundance of fig, passion fruit, gooseberry, grapefruit and lime 
aromas.
De Grendel          R325

Clean, fresh and zippy tastes with bags of richly flavoured, beautifully 
balanced fruit.
Iona                 R445

Granadilla and pineapple on the nose, as well as lime and a little 
jasmine.
Creation                           R355

Aromas of elderflower, minerals and tropical fruit. 
Klein Constantia                        R415

Bright and light in colour with aromas of white peach and berry.
Avontuur                   R221

Attractive entry with passion fruit and soft citrus through to the finish.
Delaire Graff Coastal Cuvee           R388     
Tropical and light citrus flavours with a strong presence of minerality. 
A lovely lime-yellow colour with a very crisp taste.
Southern Right                               R415

Flavours of grapefruit and orange peel with a hint of dill.
Ken Forrester Reserve                              R248

A mix of tangy grassy notes, fig leaf, peach and nectarine.
Zevenwacht                              R275

Fruitiness of guava, granadilla, fig and gooseberry, finished with a zesty 
citrus flavour.
Brampton                              R235

Expressive tropical fruit salad aromas are followed by underlying green fig 
and apple notes.
D’Aria Wild Thing                             R444

A complex wine with fresh green aromas followed by tropical fruits, asparagus 
and minerality on the pallet, complimented by citrus notes on the finish.

Chenin Blanc
Fleur du Cap                      R68 / R235

Appealing notes of winter melon, white blossoms, sandalwood and 
fresh citrus.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R69 / R276

Vivid peach, apricot and melon aromas on the nose. A lively entry to 
the palate with ample fresh fruit, balanced by crisp and refreshing acidity.
Lanzerac                      R250

Fruity aromas of apricot, pear and peach. Old oak and some light leesy 
notes provide depth and a gentle spice.
Spier 21 Gables                              R638

Pale gold with lemon-rind rim. Notes of soft dried apricots 
with an oak and vanilla undertow.
Van Loveren                              R200

Perfumy aromas of quince, guava and delightful Granny Smith apple.
Cavalli Filly          R311

Crisp layers of tropical and stone fruits complimented by notes of
vanilla, honey and spiced oak.



Cabernet Sauvignon
Alto (2000)         R1740 
Grown in the deep red soils of decomposed granite and clay on the lower 
slopes of the farm, Helderberg Shiraz is synonymous with the character of its
 region. The wine is dark, rich and full-bodied with delicate spice, prune and 
plum flavours.

Nederburg Private Bin 1985        R2 600
Aged for 24 months in 80% French and 20% Hungarian and American oak. 
Brick colour due to the stage of evolution. Aromas of chocolate, vanilla, coffee 
and toasted notes, and a slightly bitter palate that’s well balanced, with flavours 
of caramel, tobacco and prune.

Simonsig The Garland (2011)        R3 685
Ripe plum and cassis, with floral and pencil/cigar box notes and some dusty, 
moss-like herbaceous notes. Well-structured, with bold tannins that leave a 
chalky, dry mouthfeel. The finish is long, lingering and enjoyable.

Waterford Estate (2005)         R1 840 
trong ruby-red core. Intense nose of grassy wet stone, with red berry and hints 
of strawberry towards the end. Palate is smooth but not lacking life. An elegant 
acid second stage with more red berry, before a subtly dry finish that lingers.
    

Champagne
Dom Perignon 750ml (2010)        R7 690  
The luminous sweetness of tropical fruit – green mango, melon, 
pineapple – instantly shines. It then cedes to more temperate notes, 
the tingle of orange zest, the mist of a mandarin orange. The wine breathes,
 revealing its freshness. The bloom after the rain.

Dom Perignon Luminous 750ml (2006)        R7 690
The fruit is majestic. Ripe, fleshy and profound. Beyond the richness 
and a certain voluptuousness is a strong impression of consistency that
 prevails. The wine’s power is remarkably restrained. The various s
ensations – silky, salty, sappy, bitter and briny – converge and persist.

Dom Perignon Blanc 3lt (2006)        R49 500 

The fruit is majestic. Ripe, fleshy and profound. Beyond the richness 
and a certain voluptuousness is a strong impression of consistency that 
prevails. The wine’s power is remarkably restrained. The various sensations – 
silky, salty, sappy, bitter and briny – converge and persist.
     
Laurent-Perrier Cuve Rosé  R2615
Bright raspberry, tangy acidity and good length; elegant, fresh, long and 
well balanced.
Billecart-Salmon Brut Rosé   R3050
Ripe raspberry, white cherry, star anise, mandarin orange peel and 
honeysuckle.

Krug Grand Cuvee        R6 145 
A blend of around 120 wines from ten or more different vintages and three
grapes varieties. Krug Grande Cuvée's exceptional finesse, expressed through 
its subtle bubbles is the result of resting for at least another six years in Krug's cellars.

      
Louis Roederer Cristal 750ml        R11 800    
Cristal is a remarkably balanced and refined champagne whose length is 
inimitable. It has a silky texture and fruity aromas, complemented by a 
powerful mineral quality with white fruit and citrus notes.
                        
Moet et Chandon Imperial 12lt        R97 375   
This is characterized by bright fruitiness and elegant maturity. 
The colour is an elegant golden straw yellow with amber highlights. 
Radiant aromas reveal notes of apple, pear, yellow peach, honey, 
and floral nuances along with elegant blond notes of brioche and fresh nuts.

Armand de Brignac Brut Gold        R13 900
It is elaborated from a blend composed of 40% Pinot Noir, 
40% Chardonnay and 20% Meunier, and sourced from 3 different vintages. 
This iconic champagne was created by Maison CATTIER, but its fame comes 
from the rapper JAY-Z who bought the brand for the US market, aimed to the stars.
 
G. H.  Mumm Brut Magnum 1.5lt        R3 900
A long ageing provides additional flavours of vanilla, roasted nuts 
and a hint of toast

Chardonnay
Capensis (2015)        R2 555
Medium yellow-gold colour. On the nose, notes 
of citrus, butter, lilies and vanilla. On the palate, 
medium-bodied with medium acidity, 
rich fruit and a long, creamy citrus finish.
                 
Creation Art of Chardonnay (2014)        R2 250
Dry, savoury and mineral. Tautly balanced, with fine acidity 
and savoury flavours of honey, lanolin and beeswax alongside 
lush pear and custard-cream sweetness. Round, balanced and 
long, with a Meursault-like complexity.

Domaines des Malandes Chablis Grand Cru Les Clo        R2 660
Aromas of saline, toast and lemon rind. Zesty freshness on the 
palate but bigger body, with plenty of oak influences and a 
lingering finish that shows its pedigree. Needs to age to gain 
full potential.

Chenin Blanc
Ken Forrester Dirty Little Secret        R2350
A tribute to the age of the vines, and to low-interruptive 
wine-making. Bottled naturally, with no cold stabilisation 
or fining. Crystal-clear, slightly golden, with a lime-green rim. 
Unfiltered, unrefined; will age well for at least 10 years. 
Even the vintage you get is a secret!

 White Blends/Others
Buitenverwachting Buiten Blanc                     R56 / R210

A light yet fruity palate of gooseberry, green melon and hints of green 
pepper.
Haute Cabrière Chardonnay Pinot Noir                   R78 / R290

An abundance of zesty fruit, most notably white peach, lychee and 
red fruit.
Spier Signature Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R230

Light salmon pink with aromas of strawberry and yellow apple and a crisp 
fruity finish.
Boschendal Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R300

Sun dried strawberries and chunky watermelon, the brilliant citrus and 
backbone from the Chardonnay and the raspberry/red currant notes from 
the Pinot Noir.

 Rosé
Nalu Rosé                    R56 / R221

Expressive juicy berry flavours follow through on the palate with a soft,
 delicious fruity finish.
Delaire Graff Cabernet Franc Rosé                    R72 / R280

Flavours of ripe strawberry, cassis, candyfloss and dark red berry.
Allesverloren                     R56/ R210

Deep raspberry red colour. Very juicy, ripe and fruity nose with sweet 
aromas of raspberry and peach.
Warwick First Lady                   R67 / R250

Delicately pink, bursting with pomegranate, strawberry and watermelon.
De Grendel                     R60/ R220

Dry, perfumed and fruity rosé. Perfect for easy sipping on a sweltering 
day.
Chateau d’Esclans Whispering Angel                   R240 / R957

Charming, refreshing, refined with plenty of juicy, enticing strawberry 
and berry fruit.
Saronsberg Provenance Rosé                            R200

Fruity, easy drinking and well balanced with notes of plum and cherry.
Glen Carlou Rosé                            R281

Refreshing and vibrant on the palate showcasing red berry and 
rose petal undertones
Anthonij Rupert Jean Roi Rosé             R608

The pale coral colour to its strawberry and peach aromatics. In the
mouth it is simultaneously light, bright and vivacious while also being gentle.

RED WINE

Shiraz/Syrah
D’Aria Soprano Shiraz                    R160 / R638

Tremendously rich, with violets and plum on the nose.
 An intensely concentrated palate with liquorice and oak spice in the backdrop.
Waterford Kevin Arnold                             R725

Dark fruit, clove, pepper and spice lead the aromatics of this Stellenbosch 
Shiraz.
Iona One Man Band                             R670

Elegant with ripe, juicy red and black fruit. Lovely white pepper and sweet, 
exotic spice on the nose.

Merlot
Nalu                   R56 / R221

Sweet, spicy undertones and well balanced wood structure complements the palate.
Spier Signature                    R68 / R240

Ripe blackberry, plum and an undertone of eucalyptus and mint.
Fleur du Cap                      R78 / R305

Soft rich fruit, subtle cherries and oak spices.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R315

A good herbaceous nose and dark berry to back it. Solid palate with 
good mouthfeel and lingering finish.
Zevenwacht                              R355

Red and black fruit with plum. Smooth tannins. Slight chocolatey hints 
and a good finish.
 Franschhoek Cellars                             R225

Vibrant plum red with a direct core of black cherry and mulberry aromas.

 Pinotage
Warwick First Lady                    R67 / R268

Lashings of rich black cherries and ripe strawberry elements with a
velvety texture, and hints of milk chocolate
Diemersfontein                     R92 / R365

Rich, dark chocolate and freshly brewed coffee, with a hint of 
mint and baked plum.
Durbanville Hills Collectors Reserve                           R475

Dark ruby red tinge. Notes of plum and prunes, sweet red fruit, cedarwood, 
hints of cinnamon and rich dark chocolate.
Spier 21 Gables                              R876

Crushed violets, caramelised cherry, hints of spice and dark chocolate.
D’Aria Cape Minstral             R634

Dark red fruits that’s complimented with ripe berries, sweet spices, mineral notes 
and hints of dark chocolate shavings with a smooth velvety finish.



  

  

  

Cabernet Sauvignon
Neederberg The Winemasters                             R71 / R285

Rich, bold and full-bodied, bursting with notes of berry and plum. Hints of 
vanilla spice, firm, but supple tannins.

Warwick First Lady                   R82 / R315

Wafts of liquorice, cigar box and blackberry with a fresh bouncy 
whack of red fruit.
Glen Carlou                   R110 / R439

Blackcurrant cassis, red berry and bell pepper undertones, with hints 
of cedar and tobacco spice.
Ernie Els                      R288

Notes of coconut, vanilla, raspberry and sweet spice. This leads to a
polished, supple palate opening to hints of fine white chocolate.
Kleine Zalze Vineyard Selection                            R430

Complex nose showing dark fruit, leather, cigar box and mint with dried 
herb accents. Palate is dense and rich, showing juicy fruit, nicely balanced 
acidity and quite strong tannins.
Boschendal 1685                             R435

Ripe fruit expression with prominent black fruit and spice, hints of tobacco 
and pepper spice. Some sweet cherry notes.

Pinot Noir
Lourensford Dome                   R88 / R337

Notes of cherry and blackberry with some big tannins, almost a 
candyfloss and Turkish delight nose with a full volume finish.
Iona Mr P                  R445

Cherry and red berry nose with a lovely texture of sweet cherry fruit 
and spicy undertones.

Red Blends/Others
Retief                            R140 / R280

A full-bodied, well-structured wine with a light peppery scent of ripe berries,
 perfume and spice. A characterful wine with a full and fruity palate
 with delicate tannins and a soft finish.
Rupert & Rothschild Classique                            R505

Cranberry and raspberry with an earthy, mineral focus, lingering cinnamon 
and walnut finish.
Anthonij Rupert Optima                              R565

Seductive interplay of spice with red and blackberry fruit on both the nose 
and the palate. 
Fat Bastard Golden Reserve                            R405

Full-bodied with bold tannins. Deep purple colour with flavours and aromas 
of oak and dark fruit.
Spier Creative Block 3                    R511

Notes of Violet, pomegranate and mulberry with spicy flavours of 
black pepper and coriander.
Meerlust Rubicon                            R1225

Very classic Rubicon nose with violet, ripe plum, cedarwood and intense 
spiciness.
Boekenhoutskloof Chocolate Block                             R710

Dark fruit with a bright, spicy finish.
Warwick Professor Pitch Black          R560

Dark berries, wild strawberries, violets, and herbs fill the glass.The palate
is rich and textured with fine grained tannins and a bright and
piercing freshness.  

Almost Zero Wines
Van Loveren Wonderful White                               R192

Delicate flavours of apple, citrus and tropical fruit with a crisp and lingering
after taste.
Van Loveren Radiant Red                   R192

Smooth and fruit-forward with flavours of ripe mulberry.

    

 

 

 

 

 

THE ART OF VITIVINICULTURE SPREADING THROUGH EUROPE

With centuries passing, the art of winemaking spread to France, Spain, Germany and parts of 

Britain. By then, wine was considered an important part of the daily diet, and people began to favour 

stronger, heavier wines. European appreciation of wine endured through the Dark Ages. In part 

because drinking water was still unreliable, wine was the preferred alternative to accompany meals. 

At the same time, viticulture and viniculture advanced thanks to the husbandry of church 

monasteries across the continent, which gave rise to some of the finest vineyards in Europe. The 

Benedictine monks, for example, became one of Europe’s largest wine producers, with vineyards in 

France’s Champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux regions, as well as in the Rheingau and Franconia 

regions of Germany. The merchant and noble classes had wine

 with every meal and maintained well-stocked cellars.

During the 16th century, wine became appreciated as a more sophisticated alternative to beer. As 

wine products began to diversify, consumers began to value the concept of varying their drinking 

habits. People began to discuss the virtues and vices of wine with greater gusto than in previous 

centuries. Elizabethan England’s celebrated bard William Shakespeare remarked that “Good wine is 

a good familiar creature, if it be well used”, implicitly commenting on the misuse of wine at the time. 

The Shakespearian era saw the availability of fresh drinking water in London, 

a breakthrough that moved the wine industry into a new age.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF WINE

Improved production techniques in the 17th and 18th centuries resulted in the emergence of finer 

qualities of wine. Glass bottles with corks began to be used, and the corkscrew was invented. The 

French wine industry took off at this point, with particular recognition being given to the clarets of 

the Bordeaux region by merchants from the Low Countries (Netherlands and Belgium), Germany, 

Ireland and Scandinavia. Bordeaux traded wine for coffee and other sought-after items from the 

New World, helping to cement the role of wine in emerging world trade.

While the 19th century is considered the golden age of wine for many regions, it was not without 

tragedy. In about 1863, many French vines suffered from a disease caused by the Phylloxera aphid, 

which sucked the juice out of the roots. When it was discovered that vines in America were resistant 

to Phylloxera, it was decided to plant American vines in affected French regions. This created hybrid 

grapes that produced a greater variety of wines. 
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